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AbstratWe present a new approah to topologial pars-ing of German whih is orpus-based and builton a simple model of probabilisti CFG parsing.The topologial �eld model of German providesa linguistially motivated, at maro struturefor omplex sentenes. Besides the pratial as-pet of developing a robust and aurate topo-logial parser for hybrid shallow and deep NLP,we investigate to what extent topologial stru-tures an be handled by ontext-free probabilis-ti models. We disuss experiments with sys-temati variants of a topologial treebank gram-mar, whih yield ompetitive results.11 IntrodutionWe present a new approah to topologial pars-ing for German whih is orpus-based and builton a simple model of probabilisti CFG pars-ing. Topologial parsing is of speial interestfor shallow pre-proessing of languages like Ger-man, whih exhibit free word order and the so-alled verb-seond (V2) property. The topologi-al �eld model (H�ohle, 1983) is a theory-neutralmodel of lausal syntax that provides a linguis-tially well-motivated, but at maro struturefor omplex sentenes. As opposed to hunk-based partial parsing, the topologial model isompatible with deep syntati analysis, andthus perfetly suited for integrated shallow anddeep NLP, by guiding deep syntati analysisby partial, topologial braketing (Crysmann et1The ideas that led to this paper grew from disus-sions with Feiyu Xu and Jakub Piskorski. The workwas in part supported by a BMBF grant to the DFKIprojet whiteboard (FKZ 01 IW 002). Speial thanksgo to Bernd Kiefer for providing us with a CFG parserand for his support in tehnial issues, and to HubertShlarb and Holger Neis for manual orretion of ourtest orpus.

al., 2002), or for pre-struturing of omplex sen-tenes for hunk-based proessing (Neumann etal., 2000), as a divide and onquer strategy.Previous approahes to topologial parsingof German make use of hand-oded gram-mars (Waushkuhn, 1996; Braun, 1999). Inthis paper we pursue a orpus-based, statisti-al approah, aiming at a robust parser withhigh auray. We make use of a treebank-indued probabilisti non-lexialised CFG, fol-lowing (Charniak, 1996). While this simplemodel is learly outperformed by more re�nedstohasti models for full onstituent-strutureparsing,2 our experiment is interesting in show-ing that for topologial parsing a robust parserwith high auray �gures an be obtained witha standard stohasti model of non-lexialisedontext-free treebank grammars.Topologial strutures are partial or under-spei�ed in that they do not enode internalstruture and demaration of subsentential on-stituents, i.e. NP, AP, PP or VP onstituents.Topologial base lauses3 are haraterised bymorphologial and ategorial properties. Still,the topologial parsing task is not trivial, inthat the boundaries and relative embedding ofbase lauses and the demaration of �elds ingeneral are not deterministi, and also lexially,or semantially determined. Thus, the om-plexity of topologial parsing lies somewherebetween hunk parsing and full onstituent-struture parsing. The interesting question weare exploring in our approah is whether thistype of syntati struture an be suessfullydealt with using a non-lexialised PCFG model.The aim of this paper is three-fold. Besidesthe pratial aspet of (i) developing a robust2E.g. (Collins, 1997) and later work, see (Belz, 2001).3I.e. sentential lauses, see Setion 2 for more detail.



and aurate topologial parser, to be used forintegration with deep syntati analysis or forasaded shallow analysis systems, we (ii) in-vestigate how well topologial strutures anbe modeled by ontext-free probabilisti gram-mars, while (iii) trying to detet spei� phe-nomena that require more sophistiated models.The paper is strutured as follows. In Se-tion 2 we present the �eld model for Germanand desribe the reation of a topologiallystrutured treebank, whih we derive from thenegra orpus (Brants et al., 1997). Setion 3disusses previous work. Setion 4 desribes ourorpus-based stohasti approah to topologialparsing. In Setion 5 we introdue formal vari-ants of our treebank grammar, whih illustrateproblemati aspets in topologial stohastiparsing, and possible strategies to their solu-tion. Setion 6 presents the testing setup andevaluation results for di�erent grammar vari-ants. The results are analysed in detail in Se-tion 7. Setion 8 onludes.2 A Topologial Corpus of GermanGerman sentene struture is traditionally anal-ysed in terms of its \�eld" or topologial stru-ture, whih is determined by the position of the�nite verb in left (LB) or right (RB) braketposition (1). In main lauses the �nite verbtypially oupies the seond onstituent posi-tion, following the so-alled \Vorfeld" (VF) (V2lauses). The Vorfeld an be missing in yes/noquestions or embedded onditional lauses (V1lauses), as well as in subordinate lauses withomplementizer. In subordinate lauses theomplementizer (or wh-/rel-phrase) demaratesthe LB position, the �nite verb is in RB po-sition (VL lauses). Arguments and modi�ersbetween LB and RB oupy the \middle �eld"(MF), extraposed material is found to the rightof the right braket, in the \Nahfeld" (NF).
(1) Vorfeld Left (LB) Middle Right (RB) Nahfeld(VF) Braket Field Braket (NF)V2 topi/ �nite args/ (verbal extraposedwh-phr. verb adjs omplex) onstituentsV1 - �nite args/ (verbal extraposed- verb adjs omplex) onstituentsVL - ompl args/ (verbal extraposedwh-phr. - omplex)rel-phr. - adjs +�nite onstituentsverb onstituents

All modern theories of syntax rely { in one wayor the other { on this desriptive model of Ger-man sentene struture. It is thus straightfor-ward to de�ne mappings from topologial todeep syntati strutures of almost any syn-tati framework. Its ompatibility with deepsyntati analysis makes topologial syntatistruture an ideal andidate for interleaving ofshallow and deep NLP (Crysmann et al., 2002).For our orpus-based approah, no topo-logially annotated orpus of German was avail-able. The negra treebank (Brants et al., 1997),a large annotated orpus of German newspapertext, follows an annotation sheme whih om-bines strutural and dependeny annotations.However, the ruial topologial lues, in parti-ular the distintion between fronted or lause-�nal verb position, as well as the delimitation ofpre-, middle- and post-�elds are not enoded.To derive a topologial \treebank grammar"from the negra orpus, we applied the tree-bank onversion method of (Frank, 2000). Thismethod is built on a general tree desription lan-guage, and allows the de�nition of �ne-grainedrules for struture onversion. Conversion rulesspeify partial strutural onstraints and a-tions for tree modi�ations, whih are appliedby removing or adding tree desription predi-ates from the trees that satisfy the onstraints.We derived a topologial orpus from thenegra treebank, by de�ning linguistially in-formed onversion rules whih exploit addi-tional annotations in the orpus, i.e. indiretlinguisti evidene, to assign topologial lues.In a seond step we indued topologial stru-tures by attening irrelevant internal struturewithin topologial �elds and introduing topo-logial ategory nodes DF, VF, MF, and NF aswell as LB and RB for left and right brakets.4Basi lauses are marked with labels CL whihexpand to various patterns of DF, VF, LB, MF,LB, and NF nodes. Basi lauses an be em-bedded within phrasal �elds VF, MF, NF. Theresulting strutures give (i) an internal stru-ture of basi lauses in terms of �elds whihare internally attened to POS sequenes, and(ii) an overall hierarhial struture of lausalembedding, inluding oordination. (2) givesan example of a omplex topologial stru-4DF marks a speial \disourse �eld" preeding VF, asin Naja, er kommt halt sp�ater{Well, he will ome later.



(2) CL-V2VF-TOPIC $ LB-VFIN MF RB-PTK NF,CL-WH VVFIN NE ART NN PTKVZ CL-INFwies Souza die Polizei anVF-WH MF RB-VFIN $ MF RB-VINF NF,PWAV NE VVFIN ART NN PTKZU VVINF CL-RELWie BBC meldete den H�auptling zu fassen $ VF-REL MF RB-VFIN, PRELS PRF VVPP VVFINder sih verstekt h�altAs BBC reported ordered Souza the polie the hieftain to ath who himself hidden keepsture. It illustrates the use of parameterisedategory nodes, whih distinguish various typesof lauses: CL-V2,-V1,-INF,-REL,-WH, pre-�elds:VF-TOPIC,-WH,-REL, left: LB-COMPL,-VFIN andright brakets: RB-VFIN,-VINF,-VPART,-PTK.The automatially derived topologial orpusis used for extration of a stohasti treebankgrammar with reserved development and testsetions. The test orpus was manually hekedand orreted by two independent annotators.Manual orretion of the test setion yielded93.0% labelled preision and 93.7% labelled re-all of the automati onversion proedure.3 Topologial Parsing of GermanWhile partial parsers for detetion of lausalstruture are now available in many varietiesand for many languages,5 this type of pars-ing approah has always been onsidered dif-�ult for languages like German. (Waushkuhn,1996) was among the �rst to present a par-tial parser for German. In a �rst step, theoarse syntati lause struture is deteted, us-ing indiators like verbs, onjuntions, puntu-ation, et. A �ne grained analysis is arried outin the seond step, by grouping the remaining�elds into sequenes of minimal "base" NPs orPPs. The analysis is still partial in that attah-ments of base NPs and PPs are not determined.The grammar is de�ned as a CFG with featurestrutures, where grammar rules are annotatedwith manually adjusted weights for parse rank-ing. Grammar rules, inluding the assoiatedweights, are handoded. (Waushkuhn, 1996)reports overage of 85.7% for lausal analysis.No �gures are given for preision or reall.(Braun, 1999; Neumann et al., 2000) reportan approah to topologial parsing of German,based on asaded �nite state automata. In5See for example (Ait-Mokhtar and Chanod, 1997;Gala-Pavia, 1999) for English, Frenh, and Spanish.

a �rst pass, possible verb groups are identi-�ed. A seond pass identi�es subordinate lausestrutures, using similar ues as (Waushkuhn,1996). (Braun, 1999) arried out an evalua-tion over 400 sentenes and reports overage of94.3%, preision of 89.7% and reall of 84.75%.While these approahes are similar to ourwork in induing topologial struture from keylinguisti indiators, they su�er from severalproblems. (i) Hand-oding of rules is labori-ous6 and likely to miss out rare or exeptionalphenomena, inluding ungrammatial onstru-tions. (ii) Ambiguities are either resolved bymanually assigned weights, or simply by usinga greedy strategy (Braun, 1999). (iii) These ap-proahes heavily exploit presriptive puntua-tion rules. This is problemati for performaneinuened deviations from standard puntua-tion or less standardised text sorts, leading toeither a loss of overage, or auray.4 A Stohasti Topologial ParserIn response to these problems we investigate aorpus-based, stohasti approah to topologialparsing. It has been demonstrated2 that sto-hasti parsing an ahieve high �gures of ro-bustness and auray, while mostly restritedto purely onstituent-based syntati analysis.For our task of topologial parsing, we in-vestigate the adequay of the very simple, non-lexialised model of (Charniak, 1996), if appliedto rather at, topologial strutures. Our work-ing hypothesis was that the model should per-form well, even if not lexialised, sine (i) thereare less attahment deisions, due to the ratherat target strutures. (ii) Topologial stru-tures as suh, as well as attahment deisions forbase lauses are less dependent on lexial infor-mation, than, e.g., attahment of PPs. Finally,(iii) a orpus-based stohasti grammar has a6Waushkuhn uses 366 rules for lausal analysis.



better hane to aount for exeptional on-strutions and performane-inuened input.Following the method of (Charniak, 1996) weextrat a ontext free grammar from the or-pus desribed in Setion 2. From this grammarwe derive formal grammar variants (see Setion5). Rule probabilities are estimated using maxi-mum likelihood. We employ a exible and ef�i-ent CFG hart parser (Kiefer and Sherf, 1996),whih we extended to manage rule probabilities.Currently, we let the parser ompute the fullsearh spae. N-best parse trees are eÆientlydetermined by applying the Viterbi algorithmover paked tree strutures.5 Variations of Topologial GrammarsAs part of our experimental setup we indue for-mal variants of the topologial treebank gram-mar. The aim is to explore di�erent strategies,or `models', and how well they perform in termsof overage and auray.7 These grammar vari-ants illustrate problemati aspets in topologi-al stohasti parsing, and strategies to theirsolution. In partiular, we disuss (a) parame-terisation of �eld ategories, (b) alternative ap-proahes to puntuation, () the use of binary�eld strutures to address sparseness problems,and (d) the e�ets of grammar pruning.(a) Parameterised ategories Our topo-logial orpus de�nes maximally informativestrutures where topologial ategories are asso-iated with more �ne-grained syntati labels.For instane, relative lauses, whih dominatea �nite right braket daughter RB-VFIN, aremarked CL-REL, as opposed to verb-seondlauses CL-V2 with �nite left braket (LB-VFIN)(see (2)). A VF ategory that ontains a rela-tive pronoun will be marked VF-REL. Suh �ne-grained labels impliitly enode a larger syn-tati ontext (f. (Belz, 2001)): for example,a relative pronoun in VF-REL predits (throughoourrene data in the orpus) that it is domi-nated by a grandfather ategory CL-REL, whihtakes a right braket daughter RB-VFIN, as op-posed to a left braket daughter.We extrat grammar variants with and with-out parameterised ategories, to investigate towhih extent a more �ne-grained and impliitly7Heneforth we use auray as a measure for bothpreision and reall { often referred to as f-measure.

ontextualised grammar helps to inrease au-ray in a topologial model of syntax.(b) Puntuation The maximal deoration ofa tree ontains puntuation marks like ommas,quotes, olons, et.8 While the orret attah-ment of puntuation marks is not part of ourevaluation, the guiding intuition was that pun-tuation should help to identify lause bound-aries. On the other hand, irregularities in pun-tuation setting ause noise in the data, inreasesgrammar size, and ould ause overage prob-lems. We ompare the performane of grammarvariants with and without puntuation.() Binarisation Phrasal topologial �eldsVF, MF, NF are underspei�ed for onstituentboundaries of NPs, PPs, et. The �elds are radi-ally attened, diretly expanding to sequenesof POS ategories. We expet a great varietyof POS sequenes as expansions of �eld ate-gories, but at the same time rekon with onsid-erable sparseness problems, due to unseen POSsequenes.To address this problem, we introdue (right-branhing) binary �eld strutures. The atstruture for the two onstituents Souza diePolizei in (2) is transformed to the tree (3).Learning rules from binary subtrees effetive-ly indues a unigram language model wherethe number of \ells" orresponds to the rathersmall number of POS ategories. Again, we ex-periment with at vs. binary grammar versions,to test their respetive overage and auray.
(3)

MFNE MFSouza ART MFdie NNPolizei
(d) Pruning Due to automati transforma-tion, the topologial orpus ontains some ill-formed strutures. We test whether noise in thegrammar an be redued by pruning single o-urrenes of rules. We ompare the performaneof pruned and unpruned grammars.8Full stops, brakets, and hyphens were deleted.



6 Experiments and ResultsExperimental setup The negra orpus wassplit into randomised setions for training(16476), development (1000) and testing (1058),plus further held-out data for later experiments.For training and development we used the auto-matially derived topologial orpus, while thetest data was manually orreted (Setion 2).To test the performane of the grammar inde-pendently from a tagger, the input to the parseronsists of the manually disambiguated POS se-quenes of the test orpus.9Evaluation Measures For evaluation weemploy the PARSEVAL measures of labeled re-all and preision and rossing brakets, as wellas omplete math, i.e. full struture identity.10To aommodate for the di�erenes betweengrammar versions, evaluation was onduted asfollows. The evaluation measures in Tables 1and 2 disregard puntuation and are based onsimple node labels, i.e. ategory parameters arestripped. Finally, to allow lear omparison be-tween binarised and at grammar versions bina-rised parse trees are ompiled to at trees beforeevaluation against at target trees.11Results We onduted systemati tests forall ombinations of grammar variants: �para(parameterised ategories), �bin (binarised),�pnt (puntuation), �prun (pruning singlerule ourrenes), see results in Table 1.Tables 2 and 3 give more detailed evalua-tion �gures for the best performing model (v1)para+.bin+.pnt+.prun+. Table 2 lists labeledreall and preision results for individual topo-logial ategories. Field ategories VF...NF re-eive high �gures above 90%, to the exeptionof NF, yet with lower overall proportion (quota).Table 3 reports alternative evaluation �gures,namely evaluation by disregarding ategory pa-rameters (param �), or by evaluating on om-plex ategory labels (param +); and by takingor not puntuation into aount (punt +/�).Finally, Fig. 4 displays a learning urve forstepwise extension of the training orpus.98 sentenes were set apart due to wrong POS tags.10We veri�ed our results using the evaluation toolevalb by Satoshi Sekinehttp://www.s.nyu.edu/s/projets/proteus/evalb/.11Evaluating labeled reall and preision on binarisedtrees would yield unduly high �gures, due to a high num-ber of �eld-internal trivial assignments.

7 Disussion of ResultsTable 1 shows better performane of grammarsv1-8 using parameterised ategories, as opposedto the omplementary versions v9-16. Parame-terised grammars make use of a riher struture,whih is mapped to oarser topologial ate-gories for evaluation.12 The impliit ontextual-isation in ategory labels learly improves pars-ing results. While the rule set grows, a relativeloss of overage is only visible for non-binarisedversions v5-8 as opposed to v13-16.Binarisation shows dramati e�ets in ove-rage and auray. Binarised grammars aresmaller than their at ounterparts, but far lessonstrained, allowing the derivation of virtuallyany POS sequene. Flat grammars su�er fromlak of overage, espeially those using rih at-egory labels and/or puntuation. We see dra-mati di�erenes of about 100% omplete mathimprovement between v6/v2, v8/v4, v16/v12,and signi�ant ontrasts in LP/LR and CBmeasures. Thus, binarisation solves the sparse-ness problem for at topologial CFGs withoutjeopardising auray.Using puntuation in parsing leads to impro-ved auray measures, yet only in binarisedgrammars, where sparseness problems are ir-umvented. Flat grammars with puntuationshow lower overage than their ounterparts {higher auray measures are probably due tolower overage. Use of puntuation is similarto parameterisation of labels, in that grammar-internally it helps to disriminate �elds, whilefor evaluation it is �ltered from the parse trees.Pruning of single rule ourrenes leads to sig-ni�ant redution in grammar size, in partiu-lar for non-binarised grammars. Here, pruninginurs signi�ant loss in overage. This is ex-peted, sine extremely at rules are likely notto re-our several times. For binarised gram-mars pruning yields rule sets of about 1/3, withalmost unhanged 100% overage. Our hypoth-esis was that pruning improves the quality of thegrammar by eliminating noise imported by au-tomati treebank onversion. This is on�rmed,in all binary grammars, by improved auraymeasures. Sine in binary grammars generi�eld rules are binarised and frequently our-ing, rule pruning is likely to eliminate noise.12Thus, parameterisation orresponds to the notion ofinternal and external tagsets in (Brants, 1997).



version gram overage perf. math LP LR 0CB 2CB# (trained on 16476 sents.) size in % len in % len in % in % in % in %1 para+.bin+.pnt+.prun+a) � 40 867 100.0 14.6 80.4 13.1 93.4 92.9 92.1 98.9b) all 867 99.8 15.9 78.6 13.7 92.4 92.2 90.7 98.52 para+.bin+.pnt+.prun- 2308 99.9 14.6 79.1 13.0 93.3 92.7 92.1 99.13 para+.bin+.pnt-.prun+ 679 100.0 14.6 80.8 13.1 92.8 91.7 89.1 98.04 para+.bin+.pnt-.prun- 1917 99.9 14.6 79.6 13.0 92.2 91.5 89.0 97.95 para+.bin-.pnt+.prun+ 2962 57.5 10.3 49.7 5.7 63.2 79.9 59.3 87.66 para+.bin-.pnt+.prun- 19536 88.4 13.6 37.5 6.5 54.0 73.1 48.0 78.87 para+.bin-.pnt-.prun+ 2839 67.2 11.6 45.8 6.0 59.8 76.5 52.7 83.38 para+.bin-.pnt-.prun- 18365 92.5 13.9 38.9 6.8 55.2 73.6 47.5 78.69 para-.bin+.pnt+.prun+ 634 100.0 14.6 74.9 12.4 89.3 89.0 87.5 97.910 para-.bin+.pnt+.prun- 1827 99.9 14.6 72.7 12.3 88.3 88.2 86.7 97.711 para-.bin+.pnt-.prun+ 489 100.0 14.6 71.6 11.9 86.0 84.5 80.6 95.712 para-.bin+.pnt-.prun- 1528 99.9 14.5 70.4 11.8 85.6 84.3 80.9 95.413 para-.bin-.pnt+.prun+ 2756 76.4 12.8 37.4 5.6 53.4 71.7 46.6 80.114 para-.bin-.pnt+.prun- 18979 94.9 14.2 34.6 6.4 53.4 71.5 46.9 80.415 para-.bin-.pnt-.prun+ 2675 80.4 13.3 36.9 5.8 53.2 71.1 45.7 80.516 para-.bin-.pnt-.prun- 17885 96.6 14.2 35.4 6.5 53.7 70.7 46.8 82.3Table 1: Results for systemati grammar variations (sentene length � 40, exept 1b)LP LRCategory in % quota in % quotaCL 88.9 24.3 92.2 23.2MF 93.2 23.8 93.1 23.7LB 99.6 17.9 99.4 17.8VF 96.1 16.3 91.8 16.9RB 96.3 13.7 95.8 13.7NF 82.6 3.6 73.4 4.1S 4.8 0.3 5.3 0.3DF 16.7 0.1 6.7 0.2all 93.4 100.0 92.9 100.0Table 2:Category-spei� evaluation (v1,�40)13eval perf. math LP LRparam punt in % len in % in %{ { 80.4 13.1 93.4 92.9+ { 79.6 13.1 92.7 92.2{ + 78.5 12.8 92.1 91.6+ + 77.7 12.8 91.5 91.0Table 3: Di�erent evaluation shemes (v1,�40)In sum, our best performing model (v1)makes use of a maximally disriminative sym-boli grammar (parameterised ategories, pun-tuation), resolves sparseness problems by rulebinarisation, and an a�ord rule pruning toeliminate noise. Applied to full sentenelengths (v1b) we note a drop in performane,13S-ategories were used for non-standard base lauses,e.g. gapping, that did not �t the topologial model.

but insigni�antly so for overage, and only by1% in LP and 0.7% in LR.Table 3 details alternative evaluation mea-sures. Evaluation on parameterised ategoriesinurs a slight drop in auray, but in highranges.14 Evaluation of puntuation attah-ment { whih is of little importane { yields afurther drop.The learning urve in Fig. 4 is surprisingin that we obtain relatively high performanefrom rather small training orpora and gram-mar sizes (size grows almost linearly from 313to 2308).15 Saturation regarding overage andauray is obtained around training size 6000.Finally, we determined phenomena that allfor stronger ontextualisation or lexialisation.A ase in point are verb-seond (V2) senteneswith a fronted V2 lause in Vorfeld position(i.e. with VF-V2 ategories), whih allow analternative analysis as oordinate lauses withshared subjets. This type of onstrution wasfrequently mis-analysed as a oordination stru-ture sine this strutural ambiguity annot be14These measures are relevant for integration of shal-low and deep NLP (Crysmann et al., 2002), as parame-terised ategories provide highly disriminative informa-tion that an be used to guide deep syntati proessing.15Note, however, that the urve pertains to a robust,binarised grammar. We hose v2 (prun�) in order not tounduly penalise small grammars. Lak of pruning ouldexplain the sattered values for lower training sizes.
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Figure 4: Learning urve (version v2)resolved on the basis of morphologial or topo-logial riteria. A promising strategy to en-hane our model is (targeted) lexialisiation, asthese onstrutions typially our with a spe-i� type of \reporting" verbs.8 Conlusion and Future WorkWe presented a topologial parser for German,using a standard PCFG model trained on anannotated orpus. We have shown that forthe task of topologial parsing a non-lexialisedPCFG model yields ompetitive results. Weinvestigated various grammar versions to illus-trate problemati aspets in stohasti topolog-ial parsing. Category parameterisation (i.e.ontextualisation) and puntuation were shownto inrease auray. Binarisation results inhigh overage �gures. Pruning of single rule o-urrenes eliminates noise in the automatiallyonstruted training orpus.The omplexity of topologial parsing liessomewhere between the omplexity of hunkparsing and full onstituent struture parsing.Our results indiate that a standard PCFGmodel is appropriate for the hosen task, butould possibly be enhaned by lexialisation.In future work we will explore extension toa lexialised model, and investigate asadedstohasti parsing, by applying a speialisedstohasti hunk parsing model to phrasal �elds,to obtain full onstituent struture parses. Fur-ther we will integrate the TnT tagger (Brants,2000) to investigate the robustness of the parser
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